Pulsation frequencies of a pulsating star appear as peaks in the frequency spectra of the star. The uncertainties of the detected frequencies may be expressed in terms of error limits based on the spectral resolution. Usually, amplitude A and phase φ of a given pulsation mode, as well as their respective standard deviations, σΑ and σψ, are calculated from linear sinusoidal fit. In this work we discuss the use of Monte Carlo simulations in the determination of σΑ and σφ. We show that the values of σΑ and σψ derived from LSINF underestimate the actual values, which can endanger the correct interpretation of the statistical significance of data and results.
INTRODUCTION
The temporal changes of a pulsation g-mode (with symmetry axis close to the rotation axis of the star) are described by a sinusoidal function with frequency u (or period Ρ = f -1 ), amplitude A and
phase φ: y(t) = A • sin(27Tiv • t + φ).
In the frequency spectrum, a possible pulsation frequency appears as a peak whose height is the amplitude of the pulsation mode. Fourier transform, as well as the linear sinusoidal fit (LSINF) provide estimates for the phases: in the case of the Fourier transform, the phases are given by the phasors (or arguments) in the complex numbers space.
Independently of the way how v, A and φ are determined, it is important to know the uncertainty in the estimates. The uncertainty of a measurement may be defined as an indicator of how much this measurement can differ from its actual value in terms of probability and may be specified in different ways. The two more common forms to indicate an uncertainty in the result are the standard deviation σ, and the error limit, L. The interpretation of the standard deviation, or error limit (as well as other forms of uncertainties) is based on the concept of confidence interval.
Suppose that X is the measured value of a physical magnitude. If the true value X tme of this magnitude has a probability Ρ of being in the interval:
(X-i)<Xtrue <(*+<*)
(1) where <5 > 0, then we say that the interval [X -δ, X + 5] is a Ρ confidence interval for the magnitude X true , and that the assertion (1) has a Ρ confidence level. 
By definition, σ is the standard deviation of the error distribution of the measurements of a magnitude. The confidence levels for cr, 2σ and 3σ for a normal (Gaussian) distribution are indicated in Table 1 . Also by definition, the error limit, L, is the value with a confidence level close to 100 %. For this reason, it is usual to use 3cr as an error limit (99.7% confidence level). Sometimes, the term "error" is used as synonym of "uncertainty", but in this work we define error, e, as the difference between an estimated value and the actual value: e = X -X true .
It is usual in asteroseismology of pulsating stars to calculate σΑ and σψ (standard deviations of the amplitude and phase, respectively) through algorithms that perform a linear fit of sinusoidal curves by least squares (LSINF). This kind of algorithm does not allow the determination of the standard deviation of the frequency. The uncertainty in frequency is usually expressed in terms of error limit: L = δν/2, where δι/ is the spectral resolution. Additionally, many authors (Winget et al. 1985 , Winget et al. 1991 has pointed out that calculated values of σψ by LSINF appear to underestimate the actual values.
In this work we discuss the use of Monte Carlo simulations to estimate a u , ga and σψ. The algorithm used for this purpose is called "MCS" and is described in Section 2. In Section 3 we use a statistical test to demonstrate that the values of σψ and σ^ derived from LSINF underestimate their actual values. In Section 4 we use MCS to show the efficiency of the sinusoidals subtraction technique to improve the measurements of v, A and φ. Finally, in Section 5 we present a few comments about the possible use of MCS in programming of observing campaigns.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
Monte Carlo simulations is a very general technique that can be used to determine the actual law of measurement errors (see Press et al. (1986) for more general explanations about Monte Carlo techniques). We developed an algorithm called "MCS" that applies Monte Carlo simulations to calculate σ ν , σa and σψ.
Main hypothesis. Monte Carlo simulations technique is based on two main hypothesis: (i) the real data set may be modeled in terms of its main parameters; (it) the error limits of all parameter measurements are known (or may be determined interactively) and the true parameter values are within confidence intervals defined by the error limits and centered on the measured values (as shown in Table 1 ).
General procedure. General procedure is as follows: in each simulation, (1) the parameter values are randomly chosen within their respective error limits and (2) a synthetic (artificial) data set is made. (3) The synthetic data set is then subjected to estimator (the measurement technique) to estimate the parameter values. (4) The estimated parameter values are compared with the actual values (that one has used in the synthetic data): the difference between an estimated value of a given parameter and its real value is the error. The errors are computed and (5) this same process is repeated many times with new simulations until a given condition be satisfied, stopping the simulations. (6) The obtained error distributions are analysed. In general, they are normal (Gaussian) distributions with mean values close to zero, a consequence of the hypothesis (ii). Also as a consequence of hypotheses (i) and (ii) the standard deviation of the error distributions must be close to the standard deviation of the parameter measured values. Of course, the validity of these two consequencies depends on the validity of the hypotheses (i) and (ii).
Parameters and estimators. In the case of light curves of pulsating stars the parameters are the frequencies of the pulsation modes and their respective amplitudes and phases: {ui, Ai, φί}. The frequencies Vi are usually determined from the frequency spectrum of the light curve and the amplitudes and phases may be calculated from LSINF: Ai LSINF(^) and φ ί LSINF(^).
The synthetic light curve. In each simulation a synthetic light curve, {tk, yl), with k = 1, ..., N, is made using:
where {tk} are the timings of the real light curve; A* and φ* are randomly chosen within their respective error limits; and % simulates the noise (the symbol * indicates synthetic data). The error limits must be consistent with the final values obtained for a Ui , σ and σψ ί . For this reason, they are set in each simulation.
Noise. A random variability {η£} is added to the synthetic data in order to simulate the noise present in real light curves. Usually, the random variability is generated from a Gaussian distribution characterized by a mean value zero and a standard deviation σο (Fullerton 1986 ). The MCS algorithm assumes for σο a value between zero and a maximum allowed limit, ffMNL
where a: is a number between 0 and 1 (0 < a < 1), called "noise factorand
where <tmnl is the standard deviation of the maximum noise level that is obtained when all signal present in the light curve is "canceled out" (for instance, through the random rearranging of the points in the light curve). Errors. The next step is to obtain the frequency values from the frequency spectrum of the synthetic light curve, {ft*}, and then calculate {A*} and {φ*} (the symbol ~ indicates the estimates of a synthetic parameter).
In general, these values are not exactly the same used in the synthetic data and the difference between the estimated value and the actual value are the errors: e(i/*) = 0* -u*, e(A^) = A\ -A* and e(0*) = -φ*. The errors are computed and all the process is repeated in a new simulation. Final results. After a lot of simulations, a normal (Gaussian) error distribution is obtained for each parameter. The standard deviation of each error distribution of the parameter is assumed to be the standard deviation of estimates of this parameter for the real data. Fig. 1 shows the error distributions from 1000 Monte Carlo simulatons for estimates of the period of 516 s of the strongest pulsation mode in four different data sets simulating the light curves of the pre-white dwarf star PG1159-035 obtained from WET campaigns in 1983 WET campaigns in , 1985 WET campaigns in , 1989 WET campaigns in and 1993 . Fig. 2 shows the error distributions for estimates of the phase of the same pulsation mode. Similar error distributions may be obtained for amplitude estimates.
Number of simulations. When number of simulations is increased, the values of a Vi , oa { and σφί converge asymptotically to their final values. The MCS algorithm stops the simulations when the values of a Ui , σa, and σψ ι are close enough of their asymptotic limits. The asymptotic limits then may be calculated by extrapolation.
Limitations. The identification of a peak in the frequency spectrum may be a critical point for modes with small amplitudes or when we are analysing low quality spectra (excessively "dirty" or with low resolution). In these cases the identification of a peak may be very difficult or perhaps we have to consider several peaks as possible candidates. This impose certain limitations to MCS that must be taken into account.
Relation between σ υ and σρ. Prom σ υ we can calculate σρ, the standard deviation of the pulsation period (P = \jv) and vice-versa: If the estimator calculates the σ of a parameter its performance can be tested by computing the ratios e/σ between the obtained error e and the error σ calculated by the estimator in each simulation. For the Gaussian process the probability distribution for e/σ is given by:
If the estimator tends to underestimate the actual values of σ, the obtained distribution of e/σ is more "flat" than the normal distribution of Eq. (2). On the other hand, if the estimator tends to overestimates the actual values of σ, the obtained distribution is more "sharp" than the normal distribution. Fig. 3 shows the e/σ distribution for ( Both σΑ and σψ can be calculated from LSINF. LSINF linearizes the sinusoidal function by means of a variable change, mounts a linear equation system and, after solving it, calculates A and φ. The values of oa and σψ are derived from the covariance matrix of the equation system. This works when the light curve consists of only a sinusoid -I-noise, but tends to fail when there are other sinusoids, due to interference between the signals. This is the case of light curves of the multiperiodic pulsating stars. The values estimated by LSINF for ga and σψ tend to underestimate the actual values (Costa et al. 1999) , which can seriously endanger the correct interpretation of the statistical significance of data and results. 
PREWHITENING
A form to improve the estimates of the frequency, amplitude and phase of a sinusoid is the technique called prewhitening. It consists of subtracting from the light curve the largest possible number of other sinusoidal curves. In practice, it may be difficult to completely subtract a sinusoid from the light curve, but in general it is possible to reduce the amplitude of many of them, decreasing the effects of the interference and improving the estimates of u, A ou φ. The prewhitened data can be modeled and then we can apply the MCS algorithm to found the uncertainty of the new results. The efficiency of the prewhitening process is illustrated in Fig. 6 , that shows the error distributions in the determination of the amplitude and phase of 516 s mode of PG1159-035, before and after the data prewhitening. § 
MCS k, WET
MCS may be useful in the programming of observing campaigns. From simulations it is possible to verify if the desired accuracy may be reached or not. For high precision asteroseismological analysis the continuity of the light curves is most important. Nonetheless, simulations demonstrate that the extension of the light curve is more important than its continuity when we want to obtain only good estimates for the pulsation frequencies. On the other hand, the prewhitening is more efficient for more continuous data. Through MCS it is possible to find the optimum relation between the continuity and the extension of observing campaigns for a given star that minimizes the uncertainties in the determination of its pulsation period. This can be useful, for instance, in the study of changes pulsation periods of DOV stars (Costa et al. 1999 ).
SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
In this work we have demonstrated from the error/sigma test that the values of ga and σψ calculated from linear sinusoidal fitting (LSINF) tends to strongly underestimate their actual values, which can put in danger the correct interpretation and statistical significance of the data or results. We propose to use the Monte Carlo simulations to calculate more accurate values of σa and σψ, and also to estimate the standard deviation of the pulsation frequencies, σ". Monte Carlo simulations can be employed in the data analysis of stars whose frequency spectrum already was modeled.
We also demonstrate the efficiency of the sinusoid subtraction technique (prewhitening) to improve the estimates of the frequency, amplitude and phase of the pulsation modes. Finally, we point out that, in general, the accuracy in frequency measurement depends more on the extension of the campaigns than on their continuity. This must be taken into account if we are interested to carry out direct measurements of the changes in the pulsation periods of DOVs stars.
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